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Abstract: 150 words

Putting aside whether diseases that affect only small numbers of people (“rare diseases”) should be prioritized over diseases that are otherwise orphaned, in this paper I argue that a new approach to rare, orphan diseases is needed. The current model, first signaled by the United States’ Orphan Drug Act and subsequently emulated by several other jurisdictions, relies on a set of open-ended criteria and market-based incentives in order to define and encourage drug therapies for rare, orphan diseases. Given a) the biopharmaceutical industries’ growing interest in orphan diseases, b) progress in the sphere of personalized medicines enabling more and more common diseases to be reclassified as rare, and c) empirical evidence suggesting that the most orphan drugs target only a limited, lucrative subset of rare diseases, I argue that Canada, which recently announced plans to develop its own “orphan drug framework” should not follow the United States’ orphan drug model.
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Public policy seldom anticipates the challenges that scientific or economic developments present to society. However, recent progress toward more "personalized medicines" coupled with newly announced plans for a Canadian "orphan drug framework" (Health Canada 2012a) offer a rare moment for proactive policy thinking. In this paper I argue that Canada is today in a fundamentally different position than the United States (1983), Japan (1993), Australia (1997), or even Europe (2000) was, when each enacted orphan drug laws. The effects of those laws are now becoming evident, meanwhile the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries have changed significantly, and there is an abundance of findings from genomics, epigenomics, and related "omics" fields that are, to varying degrees, being incorporated into drug development platforms. Together, these factors should motivate Canada to depart from the United States' led model of incentivizing orphan disease research and drug development.

The current policy model for orphan drugs defers to the marketplace for judgment as to which orphan diseases to focus upon in research and therapeutic development. I argue here that Canada's publicly funded researchers, research institutions, research funding agencies, and—ultimately—Canada's publics should instead take up the business of choosing amongst orphaned diseases.

The core insight driving the paper's argument is that the very idea of an orphan disease has always been—and will increasingly be—up for grabs. This insight is not new. In his chapter in the 1986 book *Orphan diseases and orphan drugs* Kenneth Warren of
the Rockefeller Foundation put the point plainly: “the category of orphan diseases bears no essential relationship to their prevalence, morbidity or mortality.” (Warren 1986, 170)

A variety of factors can, rather, occasion neglect along a continuum of knowledge inquiry, from medical education to private sector research and drug development programs. Upstream, diseases may be orphaned by their own perceived banality.

According to Warren, medical education tends to downplay “the usual, the uninteresting and the non-lethal,” for instance, leading those in paediatric training to “focus on relatively rare genetic diseases rather than the ‘common’ cold and croup, and in adult medicine on heart disease and cancer rather than arthritis and alcoholism.” (Warren 1986, 169) Downstream, market forces can orphan diseases, either because they afflict those with little purchasing power (so-called “tropical diseases” or “neglected diseases”), (Trouiller et al. 2001) or, because they affect so few in number (so-called “rare diseases”) such that the costs of therapeutic development are predicted to exceed product revenues.

In public policy parlance orphan disease has become synonymous with such rare diseases. But even within this subset of orphans, there is growing heterogeneity. Arti Rai and others have pointed out for over a decade that better understanding of the molecular correlates of disease promises to transform diseases that are currently common in the population into new sub-categories of rare disease in a population. (Rai 2001; Loughnot 2005; Maher and Haffner 2006) The collapsing space between upstream research inquiry and downstream resource allocations by biopharmaceutical firms is hastening the discovery of new classifications of disease, many of which will fit into population-based definitions of orphan (read: rare) disease.
In this paper I argue that the increasing number of, and diversity of interests bound up in, (Huyard 2009) orphan diseases seriously complicates the purpose of any orphan drug policy even if we agree that the term orphan should be read as meaning rare. The substance of the United States’ *Orphan Drug Act* (1983) approach to orphan drugs, subsequently emulated by other jurisdictions, is to fashion incentives so as to encourage drug manufacturers to do that which small populations of patients would apparently not otherwise encourage them to do. These laws and the incentives they confer do not discriminate between older and newer rare diseases, *i.e.*, diseases that—following findings in ‘omics related sciences—are re-characterized as rare. In the abstract, it is not clear that they should distinguish the two. Why should orphan drug policies prioritize drug development for rare diseases that currently lack any treatment options ahead of drug development for sub-divisions of common diseases with treatment options of limited efficacy? In reality, the task of discriminating amongst rare diseases, of selecting which therapies ought to receive added encouragement from the state, will become both increasingly important yet increasingly vexed. The biopharmaceutical industries are moving more and more in the direction of rare diseases (in 2009 and 2010 roughly a third of all drug approvals granted by the Food and Drug Administration in the United States carried an orphan designation (Coté et al. 2010a; Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010)), and progress toward more targeted therapies is introducing more diseases into the realm of the rare. The orphan drug criteria and market-based incentives that orphan drug laws employ will not do the work of discriminating amongst the growing number of rare
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diseases and may contribute to other problems, most notably, rising healthcare costs. A different approach to orphan diseases and drugs is therefore needed.

The paper’s analysis has two chief limits. First, I do not directly engage with the question of whether rare diseases of the North should be prioritized, through governmental policy, ahead of neglected diseases of the South. Canada has an “access to medicine regime” to address the latter already on the books. It was supposed to facilitate generic drug manufacturers’ production of anti-retroviral drugs to treat HIV/AIDS and other essential medicines for designated developing countries. But the law is widely regarded as a failure due to the long and complicated process that developing countries and generic manufacturers must follow before essential medicines can be made available. (Elliott 2007) Only one shipment of such essential medicines to a developing country has occurred to date, and repeated attempts to redress its shortcomings have been thwarted by the present federal government. (Galloway 2012; Anon. 2012) At the same time, the federal government is moving ahead with an orphan drug framework for rare diseases. (Health Canada 2012a) The prioritization embedded in this policy choice ought to be critically examined but is beyond the scope of this work. The analysis here is limited to orphan diseases that are rare.

Second, while I argue here that ethical considerations and the perspectives of Canadian publics should be integrated into the process of choosing amongst rare, orphaned diseases, I do not take a position on precisely how this should occur except in one important regard; namely, timing. The literature to date on rare disease drug
therapies, (Drummond et al. 2007; Drummond et al. 2009) or biopharmaceuticals more generally, (Flood and Dyke 2012) acknowledges there is a fundamental disconnect between the standards of safety and efficacy applied at the regulatory stage of market authorization and the thresholds of cost-effectiveness typically required by healthcare payers at the stage of reimbursement. Commentators have thus asked, “why have incentives to develop such drugs if they will later be judged by criteria on which they are doomed to fail?” (Drummond et al. 2007, p. 38) But the move that almost all of these commentators make in response to this disconnect is to propose changes to the reimbursement stage, by building opportunities for public participation in healthcare coverage decisions, using other ethical, value-based criteria (e.g., equity) in addition to cost-effectiveness measures, and/or introducing more flexible outcomes (e.g., coverage with evidence development). (Panju and Bell 2010; Menon and Stafinski 2008; Menon and Stafinski 2011; Menon et al. 2011; Drummon et al. 2007; Drummond et al. 2009; Winquist et al. 2012) None imagine an enhanced role for publics and/or value-based criteria at the regulatory stage. I do that here in view of the growing heterogeneity of rare, orphan diseases and on the strength of the assumption that integrating ethical, value-type considerations and some level of public participation into innovation design processes will, over time, precipitate better healthcare options (Lehoux et al. 2008) and/or help legitimize, in a democratic sense, inexorably difficult resource allocation decisions in healthcare.¹ (Daniels 2000; Daniels and Sabin 1997) How precisely Canadian publics should be involved, and what criteria should be added to mix is, again, critical but largely beyond the scope of the present work. I limit my task to unpacking the potential

¹ Defending this assumption is beyond the scope of this article.
advantages and disadvantages of three policy models (a modified “Health Impact Fund,” a “grant-and-access pathway,” and publicly funded clinical trials)—any one of which will widen the kinds of considerations and sources of input relative to the US orphan drug model—to stage further policy discussion.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section I, I explain the United States’ orphan drug model, minor variations to the model made in other jurisdictions, and Canada’s policy inaction to date. In Section II, I present the argument against adopting the United States’ model in Canada given a) relevant changes in the biotech and pharmaceutical industries, b) recent progress in the sphere of “personalized medicines”, and c) empirical evidence about the impact of the United States’ model upon patterns of research and development. In Section III, I analyze two sets of policy options, advocating in favour of those that seek to integrate ethical considerations and input from Canadian publics given the shifting and heterogeneous nature of orphan diseases. In conclusion, Section IV calls upon policy-makers to develop an alternative orphan drug policy mechanism for rare diseases, or else risk orphaning (read: neglecting) many more Canadians in the future.

I. Orphan Drugs for Rare Diseases: A Common Approach

Henry Waxman, a longstanding member of the United States (US) House of Representatives whose orphan drug bill became law in 1983, begins his history of the US’ Orphan Drug Act with a story:
In March 1980 a constituent of mine in Los Angeles called to tell me that her son’s physician had just returned from Canada with a six-month supply of a drug called Pimozide. While the drug was approved in Canada, it had been confiscated at the Los Angeles airport because it was not approved in the United States. The mother said to me, ‘Mr. Waxman, my son has Tourette syndrome and I have only eight days of Pimozide left for him. What are you going to do about it?’

Unfortunately, there was little that could be done for her that day. But I soon began a series of Congressional hearings at which the young man, Adam Seligman, and other courageous individuals with rare diseases opened their lives to the American people in hopes that the public and the Congress would understand and help.

During the initial hearing in June 1980, it became apparent that while there was much interest in drugs for rare diseases, there was no consensus on the scope of the problem or what should be done. Many witnesses talked of broader problems. They described orphan medical devices and medically necessary foods that needed incentives for development. They spoke of drugs for the less developed countries of the world and vaccines which were orphans as much as were drugs for rare diseases.

[...]

Soon after the hearing I decided that, because of the lack of consensus, we should restrict our efforts to drugs for disease that are rare in the United States. Even though the drug manufacturers claimed that product liability concerns could force them out of the vaccine business and that they had little incentive to develop drugs for diseases indigenous to the less developed countries, these related problems could have jeopardised any effort to focus on rare diseases in the United States. A tough practical decision of legislative politics had to be made. (Waxman 1986, 136-37)

This story is remarkable on several levels. Given the current interest in developing a Canadian orphan drug framework, Waxman’s story has an element of irony: the availability of a particular drug in Canada in 1980 inspired Waxman’s interest in rare diseases, culminating in the very Orphan Drug Act that Canada is now poised to copy.

The story also underscores how amorphous the concept of an orphan disease can be.

Waxman made a calculated decision to narrow the “scope of the problem” to rare diseases. Other problems, including neglected diseases of the South, were on the table but Waxman chose to limit the legislation’s focus by the time his bill was introduced in late
1981. Since the law was enacted in 1983, a handful of medications intended to address neglected diseases have secured orphan designations and, later, regulatory approval in the US and elsewhere. (Kesselheim 2011, p. 468; Haffner et al. 2008; Lang et al. 2005) But, as I explain below, orphan diseases have become synonymous with rare diseases, in part, because other jurisdictions have made essentially the same choices as Representative Waxman in terms of defining the “scope of the problem” and in terms of the incentive mechanisms that they have crafted to try and correct it.

In this section of the paper I distil the four key choices of legislators in the US, subsequently followed by law-makers in Japan, Australia, and the European Union (EU), to describe what I call the US orphan drug model. These are not the only jurisdictions with orphan drug policies in place. Since 1993 nearly a dozen other countries, concentrated in Southeast Asia, have reportedly enacted US-styled orphan drug laws, regulations, or administrative policies. (Sharma et al. 2010) For practical reasons,\(^2\) though, I focus here on the US, Japan, Australia, and the EU.

My objective in this section is not to present a detailed historical account of the orphan drug policies in these four jurisdictions although the work of patient organizations behind the scenes is an interesting common thread. (Waxman 1986; Huyard 2009; Dunkle et al. 2010) Comparisons of the four policies are readily available in the literature. (Thamer et al. 1998; Cheung et al. 2004; Rinaldi 2005; Panju and Bell 2010;  

\(^2\) I focus on the laws and policies of the US, Japan, Australia, and the European Union because those instruments are, unlike the laws and policies of other jurisdictions, readily available in English or summarized in detail in the literature.
Sharma et al. 2010) Rather, my objective is to show that the US orphan drug model is as open-ended as it is market-oriented. It uncritically accepts that treatments for rare diseases will—as a rule—not be commercially viable to develop, allows manufacturers to obtain multiple orphan designations for the same drug and dictate the boundaries of (rare) disease, defers to their judgment as to which orphan diseases ought to be pursued in research and drug development, and creates a variety of market-based incentives in support of the same. This leads to an ever-increasing window for designating drugs as orphan products, paired with increasing market protections for those that gain regulatory approval.

The first two subsections below map onto the two primary elements of the US model: a) a set of criteria for defining orphan disease; and, b) a package of incentives to encourage orphan disease research and orphan drug development. Subsection c) works as a transition to the argument in Section II of the paper against Canada adopting the US orphan drug model in spite of recent recommendations from a Parliamentary Committee to that effect. (Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology 2012)

**a) Defining Orphan Disease**

Regulators in the US, Japan, Australia, and Europe apply multiple criteria in determining whether a given product qualifies for an orphan designation. In this subsection I explain how the eligibility criteria in the US orphan drug law became less
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stringent shortly after its enactment, and describe the generous ways in which US regulators have chosen to interpret the terms “same drug” and “disease.”

i. Accepting that Orphan Drugs are Not Commercially Viable

Orphan diseases tend to be described in terms of the total number of people with a given condition (e.g. ≤50,000 people in Japan), or its incidence (e.g. ≤5 cases per 10,000 people across EU states), within a population. Each of the four jurisdictions of interest here have set slightly different prevalence- or incidence-based thresholds for an orphan disease, ranging from an incidence of approximately 0.01% of the population in Australia to 0.07% of the population in the US. (Panju and Bell 2010) However, with the exception of Japan where prevalence in concert with other criteria noted below determines orphan eligibility, the US, Australia, and EU all allow, in principle, drugs for larger populations to qualify for orphan designations.

Originally, the US law defined orphan diseases solely as diseases “for which there is no reasonable expectation that the cost of developing and making available in the United States a drug for such disease or condition will be recovered from sales in the United States of such drug.” (Orphan Drug Act 1983) There was no set prevalence threshold for orphan diseases; rather, manufacturers were to satisfy the foregoing commercial viability test in order to gain the market advantages conferred by the legislation. Industry, however, expressed concern that such a standard would applied in an unpredictable manner. (Loughnot 2005, p. 375) So in 1984, less than a year after the Orphan Drug Act was passed, the simpler prevalence-based definition was added to the
law: any drug that targeted a condition affecting no more than 200,000 people in the US could be designated as an orphan drug.³ (Waxman 1986, pp. 144-145)

The commercial viability test remained part of the US’ legislation and similar language was incorporated into Australia’s Therapeutic Goods Regulations (1997) as well as the EU’s Regulation on Orphan Medical Products (EC 2000a; EC 2000b). Thus, provided the anticipated sales would not cover the costs of research and development,⁴ drugs targeting conditions that affect larger groups of people can, in theory, qualify as orphan drugs in those three jurisdictions. (See Table 1) However, exceedingly few orphan drug designations have been sought under this alternative criterion, (Kesselheim 2011) presumably, because it would open manufacturers up to an audit of their actual research and development costs—information that manufacturers carefully guard as confidential. (Light and Warburton 2011, p. 35)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence- or Incidence-Based Threshold</td>
<td>≤200,000</td>
<td>≤50,000</td>
<td>≤2,000</td>
<td>≤5 per 10,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ This figure was “arbitrarily determined by the observation that companies were unwilling to manufacture drugs for narcolepsy or multiple sclerosis, each believed to affect approximately 200,000 persons.” (Arno et al. 1995, p. 234) We now know that the number of persons in the US with narcolepsy and multiple sclerosis is far lower and higher, respectively, than this 200,000 figure, yet it remains unchanged.

⁴ Note that only the EU seems to require that the disease or condition be one that affects people within the jurisdiction; according to the wording of the legislation in the US and Australia it is open to manufacturers to develop a product for peoples elsewhere provided sales in the US or Australia would not cover the research and development costs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Commercial Viability Test</td>
<td>“No reasonable expectation” of recovering costs through sales in the United States</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“Not commercially viable to supply to treat, prevent or diagnose another disease or condition”</td>
<td>“Unlikely that the marketing of the medicinal product in the Community would generate sufficient return to justify the necessary investment”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seriousness of the Disease</td>
<td>NA(2)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA(2)</td>
<td>Must address a “life-threatening or chronically debilitating condition” (under the population standard) or address a “life-threatening, seriously debilitating or serious and chronic condition in the Community” (under the commercial viability test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmet need</td>
<td>NA(3)</td>
<td>“High medical need”(4)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>“No satisfactory method of diagnosis, prevention or treatment of the condition in question that has been authorized in the Community”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>United States</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Europe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>or, if such method exists, that the medicinal product will be of significant benefit to those affected by that condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: (1) “NA” means ‘not applicable’. (2) While the US and Australia do not require a drug to target a particularly serious disease or condition to be eligible for orphan drug status, the benefit of “fast-tracking” (discussed in Section I(b) below) is only available in such instances. (3) The US does not require that orphan drugs address a disease for which there is no treatment or that they constitute a marked improvement in safety and efficacy compared to existing treatments. But it holds applications to that standard indirectly by precluding multiple orphan drugs for the same indication unless they are shown to be of improved safety and/or efficacy. (Loughnot 2005) (4) This criterion means “either there is no alternative drug...or it is expected to have much higher efficacy or safety compared to the existing drugs and other treatment.” (Narukawa 2001; Thamer et al. 1998)

Another criterion originally included in the US’ Orphan Drug Act concerned the “patentability” of purported orphan drugs. Studies completed by Congressional Committees while the law was in development suggested that drugs used to treat rare diseases were seldom patented. This de facto absence of patent rights helped to justify the inclusion of a seven-year period of “market exclusivity”\(^5\) in the statute. Congress, in turn, initially conditioned orphan drug status—and access to specially created incentives like market exclusivity—on the non-patentability of a given product. (Waxman 1986, pp. 139-144)

---

\(^5\) This form of market protection will be explained in depth below and differentiated from patent rights as well as other types of exclusivity available to orphan drugs.
However, the *de facto* absence of patents on the orphan-like products surveyed by Congress prior to the law's enactment does not equate with the *de jure* non-patentability of products tendered as orphan drugs post 1983. Companies complained that establishing non-patentability was, like the commercial viability test, unworkable. And, in 1985, the *Orphan Drug Act* was amended again, dropping the requirement of non-patentability altogether. (Waxman 1986, p. 145; Loughnot 2005, pp. 369-370) Japan, Australian, and the EU did not subsequently entertain any sort of non-patentability requirement for orphan drug designation. Today, most orphan products on the market appear to enjoy some, if not multiple forms, of patent protection as well as a multi-year period of market exclusivity. (Rogoyski 2006)

These two choices by US legislators evidence a move away from a system that tested the commercial viability of an alleged orphan product—by requiring manufacturers to satisfy the commercial viability test and show non-patentability—to a system that assumed products were not commercially viable provided they were aimed at sufficiently small populations. By relying on a prevalence-based criterion (Japan), or coupling prevalence- or incidence-based standards befitting their own regions (Australia and the EU) with what have become token tests of commercial viability, while remaining silent on the issue of patentability, the three other jurisdictions have endorsed the same assumption; namely, that a product will not be commercially viable to develop if it targets a rare disease.

**ii. Generous Interpretations of "Same Drug" and "Disease"**
Since the Orphan Drug Act’s inception the FDA has followed a policy of "not consider[ing] requests for [the same] orphan drug designation made after that drug has received full FDA marketing approval for that particular disease.” (FDA 1986)

Conversely, a single drug can receive multiple orphan designations provided each corresponds to a different medical indication.

In the past, applying this policy was relatively straightforward. Deciphering whether a given drug was the "same" was a simple, chemistry-based assessment. (Bohrer and Prince, p. 384; Loughnot 2005, p. 376) Increasingly, though, companies are attempting to bring more complex, biologic products to market. This led the FDA to abandon any evaluation of "sameness," choosing instead to "equate ‘different' with ‘clinically superior'” in 1992. (Loughnot 2005, p. 376; Orphan Drug Regulations 1992)

Other jurisdictions have, in effect, adopted the same policy by requiring either that no medications exist for the condition in question or, in the event that they do, that any new orphan drug candidate mark a demonstrable improvement. Japan, for instance, stipulates that the disease in question is regarded as a “high medical need,” (Thamer et al. 1998) which has been defined by its regulator to mean “either there is no alternative drug and other treatment or it is expected to have much higher efficacy or safety compared to the existing drugs and other treatment.” (Narukawa 2001) Likewise, the EU limits orphan status to products targeting diseases for which there exists "no satisfactory method of diagnosis, prevention or treatment of the condition in question…or, if such method exists,
that the medicinal product will be of significant benefit to those affected by that condition." (See Table 1 above)

In this way, the US orphan drug model opens a space for manufacturers to seek multiple orphan drug designations for the same drug. Demonstrations of clinical superiority are ordinarily welcome. But clinical superiority can be shown, not just by comparing one intervention against another, but also by changing the eligibility criteria for patient inclusion in a clinical trial based on patients’ genomic profiles. David Loughnot (2005, p. 376) explains:

[P]harmacogenomics can help identify patients who are susceptible to adverse drug reactions. With such technology, a drug sponsor could create significantly better clinical results without altering a drug at all. Using data gathered during the first clinical trials and subsequent data gathered from market usage, companies could identify genetic subgroups of the population who present a higher likelihood of negative or neutral drug reactions. Then a company could use that information to design a new clinical trial excluding patients who are likely to produce the unwanted results. Thus, the data obtained from this new clinical trial would likely appear more favorable or impressive than the original trial even if both trials used the exact same drug.

Commentators argue that the use of placebos in randomized clinical trials is unethical when there is an existing treatment for a condition. However, regulators in Canada and elsewhere have failed to make this a binding requirement, moreover, research ethics guidelines do not capture all clinical trials and may be poorly enforced. (Flood and Dyke 2012) In contrast, many rare diseases lack any treatment options at present. Arguably, this problem of inappropriate use of placebo control groups does not apply. However, as explained in Section II below, the possibility of transforming common conditions into rare ones is increasing. This may in effect define away concerns about inappropriate use of placebos in clinical trials by making it appear that no treatments currently exist for a given rare disease when, in fact, one or more treatments may be available to a wider group of patients, to which members of this newly created type of rare disease previously belonged.
Given industry’s growing interest in biologics as well as genomic and epigenomic data (discussed in Section II below), the decision to equate 'difference' with 'clinically superior' is likely to become an increasingly useful feature of the US orphan drug model in the future. Identifying, with greater precision, which patients are most likely to benefit from (or not be harmed by) a drug therapy is obviously important. Whether each and every such targeted therapy should be eligible for an orphan drug designation raises other considerations, however, which I delve into in Sections II and III of the paper.

Shifting trends in biopharmaceutical sectors of industry also underscore the absence of a distinction in the US orphan drug model between rare diseases that have long been identified as such from those which have been reclassified as rare by virtue of new scientific insights. The only relevant constraint adopted by the FDA is that the disease in question be considered "medically plausible," which, in 1992, Congress refused to define with examples despite the ambiguity of the phrase. (Orphan Drug Regulations 1992) Reasoning that applying “the concept [of medically plausible] is a matter of judgment based on the specific facts of each case,” Congress preferred to preserve a flexible, case-by-case approach. (Orphan Drug Regulations 1992; Loughnot 2005)

More recently, in a set of proposed rules the FDA acknowledged that the term has precipitated “the creation of subsets of non-rare diseases or conditions that are artificially narrow” and attempted to provide further guidance on this issue. (FDA 2011) But these proposed rules have yet to become binding policy so the list of rare diseases remains...
open to newcomers provided there is a medical basis for the putative orphan. The EU has taken a similar stance, (Michaux 2010) and there is no indication that Japan or Australia has adopted a more stringent standard.

In summary, in terms of the criteria for orphan drug designation, there are four significant choices embedded in the current US model. The first two choices concern the commercial viability of the alleged orphan product. In contrast to the US’ *Orphan Drug Act* as initially passed, the US orphan drug model does not test a given product’s commercial viability; rather, it assumes it is lacking if it is aimed at a patient population of a certain size. Similarly, the model does not require that the product in question be patent-free; rather, it assumes that the product merits market protections in addition to any protections that are otherwise available, again, provided it is aimed at a patient population of a certain size. The third and fourth choices are terminology-related. Specifically, the US orphan drug model flexibly interprets the terms “same drug” and “disease,” thereby creating spaces for manufacturers to seek additional orphan drug designations for drugs that already enjoy the benefits of orphan drug status and to game the boundary between common and rare diseases. In the next subsection I detail why manufacturers are wont to take advantage of these open-ended, flexible criteria.

**b) Incentivizing Orphan Drugs**

---

7 There are other criteria incorporated into the orphan drug laws of Japan, Australia, and the EU, but none sets these jurisdictions meaningfully apart from the US model. Perhaps the only exception to this is Japan’s stipulation that the therapeutic product tendered as an orphan drug has a “high possibility of [successful] development.” (Thamer et al. 1998; Narukawa 2001)
The package of incentives on offer for orphan drug developers varies across the four jurisdictions but the precedent-setting effect of the US model is again plain. There are five types of incentives contained in the US orphan drug model, including tax credits, priority reviews (i.e., “fast-tracking”), research grants or other forms of subsidizing (e.g., regulatory fee waivers), protocol assistance, and market exclusivity. All five of these incentives have been picked up by two, if not all three, of the jurisdictions that followed the US’ lead. For example, in the US manufacturers of orphan drugs can receive a tax credit for up to 50% of the costs incurred during the clinical trial process, which can translate into millions in savings. (Loughnot 2005, p. 369; Valverde et al. 2012) Japan and the EU (through its member states) provide tax credits as well, albeit for lesser amounts (e.g. Japan’s tax credit is capped at 12% (Japan 2009)), leaving Australia as the lone jurisdiction without such an incentive in place. (Panju and Bell 2010) The US’ Orphan Drug Act created a grants program that has handed out approximately $14 million in research funding per year across tens of projects. (Valverde et al. 2012) Japan has implemented a similar grant program (Japan 2009) and, while not included within the EU’s orphan drug regulation itself, national research funding entities in Europe appear to be allocating increasing amounts of funding to research focused on rare diseases. (Gupta 2012; cf. Reinecke et al. 2011) Calls to do the same in Australia have been made recently. (Kirby 2012) All four jurisdictions allow for “fast-tracking” of orphan drug applications provided they target life-threatening or seriously debilitating conditions, and all four

---

8 Although this incentive measure is often described as a feature of a given country’s orphan drug law, (e.g., Panju and Bell 2010) it is typically available to any drug (orphan
jurisdictions provide “protocol assistance” from the regulator in order to help manufacturers design research protocols for small patient populations that will satisfy standards of safety and efficacy.

These four incentives are critical, particularly the promise of protocol assistance given the difficulty of designing trials for small populations. They save manufacturers substantial amounts of time and money relative to traditional drug development and regulatory pathways. (Meekings et al. 2012) The relationship between orphan drug manufacturers and regulators has thus been described as far more “collegial” compared to other therapeutic products. (Loughnot 2005, p. 368) But the fifth type of incentive—a guaranteed period of marketed exclusivity for an orphan drug following its regulatory approval—is the most integral to the US orphan drug model. Its duration ranges from a low of five years in Australia to a high of ten years of exclusivity in Japan and European countries, with the US in the middle at seven years. Insofar as orphan drug policies are credited with encouraging new orphan drug production, market exclusivity is widely regarded as the main reason. (Rogoyski 2006) It is therefore important to define market exclusivity relative to other forms of market protection potentially available to orphan therapeutic products.  

or not) that targets a life-threatening or serious disease. (Milne and Tait 2009) Indeed, Canada already allows for priority review of applications on this basis. (Lexchin 2012)  

The precise details of each form of market protection vary by jurisdiction and are the subject of ongoing dispute. For example, the period of “data exclusivity” afforded to “innovative drugs” under Canada’s Food and Drug Regulations (1985) is currently eight years (or 8.5 years for drugs suitable for pediatric populations). In the US, the law was recently amended to provide 12 years of data exclusivity. (FDA 2012) The timeframe in Europe is the same as the US, but the European regulator’s decision to create a
Market exclusivity is, in a broad sense, like any other form of exclusive, market-based protection available to a drug manufacturer such as a patent right or “data exclusivity” (defined below). In each case, the holder of the patent right or other type of exclusivity has a state-created legal monopoly in respect of a thing, be it information, an invention, or product, that is bounded in time and theoretically enforceable against others.

However, there are differences between these three forms of market protection, in terms of their overall duration, likely point of onset, and effective scope. Whereas patents last for twenty years, market and data exclusivity are typically restricted to a period of twelve years or less. Because patents cannot be granted in respect of publicly disclosed information they must be sought in the early stages of research, often before any clinical trials have begun. Consequently, by the time a drug product receives market approval, the twenty-year patent term may be approaching expiry. The effective term of a patent averages about 11-12 years. (Rogoyski 2006, p. 8) Having five, seven, or ten years of market exclusivity post approval, eight-twelve years of data exclusivity, or both, is therefore very attractive for manufacturers. In terms of overall scope, data exclusivity is tied to clinical data generated for the purpose of obtaining regulatory approval. It precludes a follow-on competitor from seeking regulatory approval solely on the basis of streamlined pathway for “biosimilars” (also referred to as “follow-on” on “subsequent entry” biologic products) has raised questions about the scope of data exclusivity protection. (Carey 2011) A thorough account of these intricacies is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.

10 In some jurisdictions, including the US and certain European countries manufacturers can apply for some “patent term restoration” if the regulatory process has been unduly slow. (Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act 1984; European Patent Convention 1973)
establishing the “bioequivalence” of its product to that of a first mover. But it remains open to the follow-on competitor to generate clinical trial data anew and obtain market approval on the basis of that evidence. (Carey 2011) Market exclusivity, on the other hand, means the follow-on competitor cannot, regardless of the source of its clinical trial data, be granted market approval in respect of the same drug—widely construed—for the same indication. (Recall though that same drug can be the subject of multiple different indications). Patent rights are different again. Their precise boundaries can be difficult to discern, in part, because of the inherent challenges in capturing an invention through language, but also, because of patent drafting norms and jurisprudence (e.g. the “doctrine of equivalents”) that extend the scope of a patent beyond its literal wording. This level of ambiguity effectively enlarges the patent holder’s monopoly unless and until it is successfully tested in court.

There is disagreement as to which of the two forms of exclusivity that come into play outside the regulatory process—patent rights and market exclusivity under the US Orphan Drug Act—is broader in principle. Peter Arno et al. (1995, p. 235) argue that the market exclusivity confers wider protection against competitors than patents:

The regulations’ protection for sponsors of orphan drugs granted exclusivity is, paradoxically, potentially more valuable and generous than a patent owner might receive even through the “doctrine of equivalents” under patent law. Under this doctrine a second drug is the “same,” and therefore infringing, only if it is literally either the same as the patent claim or substantially so. Conversely, compounds are different provided that they are not substantially the same (as measured by the precise and express language of the patent claims), although there need not be major differences between the two. The emphasis, therefore, is not on how different they are, but on whether they are literally or substantially alike. In
contrast, the FDA’s regulations require the second drug to manifest “major”
differences in order to avoid being the “same” as an existing orphan drug. The
regulations, therefore, cast a wider net over what is considered an infringement by
one sponsor upon another than does existing patent law. (References omitted)

Robert Rogoyoski (2006, p. 7) claims the opposite:

A patent…is potentially far broader than [Orphan Drug Act] marketing
exclusivity, both substantively and temporally. An [Orphan Drug Act] exclusivity
grant is roughly equivalent to a method of use patent for a particular substance,
plus an injunction. As a stylized example, imagine a novel treatment for neck
cancer: Chemical X. Once the first drug company gains orphan drug approval, no
other company will also be able to gain FDA approval to market Chemical X to
treat neck cancer for seven years. However, [Orphan Drug Act] protection is
disorder-specific—another drug developer could get FDA approval to use
Chemical X to treat ovarian cancer.

The more fundamental point is that there is nothing preventing a manufacturer from
enjoying two, if not all three, of the above forms of market protection, i.e., patent
protection, data exclusivity, and market exclusivity. Since 1985 patentability is no bar to
orphan drug status and research has shown that most orphan products (72% of those
approved by the FDA 2001-2003) have patent rights that extend beyond the seven-year
period of market exclusivity. (Rogoyoski 2006, p. 11) As well, an increasing percentage
of all product approvals, including orphan drugs, are biologics (Coté et al. 2010b) and as
a result, under legislation in the US and Europe, enjoy several years of data exclusivity
protection. (Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act 2010; Directive 2004/27/EC
of the European Parliament 2004)\footnote{\textsuperscript{11}}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{11} In Canada, eight years of data exclusivity is available to “innovative drugs.” (Food and
Drug Regulations 1985) In the context of trade negotiations with the EU, Canada is
currently contemplating further extending the term of data exclusivity. (Beltrame 2012)}
According to one recent analysis, owing to the foregoing incentives, orphan products are becoming more profitable than non-orphan ones notwithstanding the small populations the former supposedly serve. (Meekings et al. 2012) In response, more and more firms are entering into, and allocating resources toward, the orphan disease research space. Economic competitiveness may, as a result, be one factor underlying the Canadian government’s recent about face on the need for an orphan drug policy.

c) A Canadian Orphan Drug Framework?

Canada presently lacks a federal policy focused specifically on orphan drugs but calls for such a policy date back to at least 1992. (Health Canada 1997a) The federal regulator, Health Canada, rejected the call for such a policy in 1997 on several grounds. Health Canada noted that, under existing laws, manufacturers of orphan drugs would likely be eligible for reductions in regulatory fees and 20% tax credits (Health Canada 1997a, p. 8)—two incentives typically included in orphan drug laws. Priority reviews are also granted by Health Canada to products targeting life-threatening or seriously debilitating conditions (Health Canada 1997a, p. 11), another incentive described as part and parcel of orphan drug policies. Most importantly, Health Canada found that the vast majority of the 83 drugs then approved as orphan products in the US either received a market authorization from Health Canada (52)¹² or were made available to patients through a “special access programme” (23). (Health Canada 1997a, p. 16)

¹² Note, however, that the report did not assess whether the drugs were approved for the same indication as in the US.
Calls for a federal orphan drug policy have nevertheless continued in Canada, especially in recent years. (Fernandez 2007; Panju and Bell 2010; Gupta 2012) The Canadian Organization for Rare Diseases (CORD) has regularly petitioned the Canadian government for action on the file, holding annual rare disease research day events, and advocating on behalf of patients with rare diseases in various public consultations. (CORD 2013) A private member’s bill was also passed in the House of Commons in Canada in 2008, calling for a “national funding approach for drugs for rare diseases.” (Canada 2008)

Finally, in October 2012 Canada's Minister of Health announced plans for the development of an “orphan drug framework.” (Health Canada 2012a) The government news release relays that a Canadian internet portal to “Orphanet,” an international patient registry for rare diseases, will be created in collaboration with the Canadian Institutes for Health Research. (Health Canada 2012b) No other information about the framework has been shared to date but “the proposed framework is in the final design stages and will soon be targeted for public consultation.” (Health Canada 2012a)

Notably, two influential bodies—CORD and a Parliamentary Committee—have already articulated, in broad strokes, their own orphan drug policy prescriptions for Canada. Both articulations map onto the US orphan drug model. CORD has, inter alia, called for increased tax credits to make “Canadian-based companies competitive with those in the [US] and other countries, fast-track review of orphan products, and market
exclusivity “for a specified period of time to facilitate appropriate Return on Investment.”

(CORD 2005) For its part, on November 1, 2012 the Senate Standing Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology published a report entitled *Canada's Clinical Trial Infrastructure: A Prescription for Improved Access to Medicines.* (Standing Senate Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology 2012) With respect to orphan drugs, the Senate Committee recommended:

[T]hat the Minister of Health direct Health Canada to create an Office for Rare Diseases which will be responsible for developing and implementing a comprehensive orphan drug policy in consultation with stakeholders. That policy should include, but should not be limited to:

- granting 'orphan drug status' to drugs in development for specified conditions;
- assisting in the design of clinical trials for investigational orphan drugs;
- eliminating or reducing user fees charged by Health Canada to review drug submissions; and,
- extending market exclusivity for orphan drugs.

CORD and the Senate Committee’s recommendations are apt to influence the development of the Canadian orphan drug framework. In Section II of the paper I construct an argument against adopting the US orphan drug model.

**II. Against Adopting the US Orphan Drug Model**

Canada's orphan drug framework should not mirror the US orphan drug model because Canada is in a fundamentally different position today than the US was in 1983 or when other jurisdictions followed suit. Below I present three differences between the past and the present, which, when considered collectively, reveal the (increasing) limitations of the US model’s open-ended, market-oriented approach. These differences are: a) the
proliferation of the orphan drug business model due to increased estimates of profitability, b) the proliferation of newly defined rare diseases due to an abundance of new tools and data from the ‘omics sciences, and c) an empirical evidence base concerning the consequences, both intended and unintended, of the US orphan drug model. Together, these differences call into serious question the efficacy of the US orphan drug model.

**a) Changed Biopharmaceutical Industries**

Although the incentives included in the US' *Orphan Drug Act* were significant, at the time the law was passed allocating resources to developing an orphan drug still presented considerable "lost opportunity" costs from an industry perspective. (Spilker 1986, pp. 121-22) Foregoing the development of drugs for larger populations was a powerful disincentive to focusing on orphan drugs.

This forecast appears to have changed in recent years. Today, large, established pharmaceutical companies and emerging biotech firms alike are branding themselves as orphan drug developers. (Frost & Sullivan 2010) There has been a steady growth in orphan drug markets (increasing by 25.8% during 2001-2010 compared to 20.1% growth for non-orphan drugs), (Meekings et al. 2012) and orphan drug approvals (now constituting roughly a third of all FDA approvals). (Coté et al. 2010b)

There are competing explanations for this shift. One possible explanation is that most of the “low hanging fruit” in drug development have been collected as evidenced by
reported declines in “new chemical entities” approved by regulators since the mid-1990s. (Light and Lexchin 2012) Another explanation is that firms face increasing competition in therapeutic domains where they have previously achieved “blockbuster” level sales, \textit{i.e.}, sales > $1 billion per year. (Light and Lexchin 2012) Acquiring or devoting some in-house resources toward becoming a so-called “niche buster,” that is, manufacturing orphan drugs, is attractive for a number of reasons, first and foremost, the lack of competition from generic drug makers (Seoane-Vacquez et al. 2008) due to the availability of patent rights, data exclusivity, and/or market exclusivity for orphan drugs.

Industry's assessment of the opportunity costs associated with orphan drugs has also changed because 1) clinical trials are likely to be shorter and cheaper due to the smaller patient populations (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010, p. 221); 2) regulators are likely to be more flexible in terms of the safety and efficacy evidence they require for approval (Kesselheim et al. 2011), again, given the nature of the target patient populations; 3) marketing costs are likely to be less, in part, because umbrella rare disease patient organizations can efficiently promote new therapies to specific rare disease communities; 4) there is considerable reputational goodwill to be gained (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010, p. 218); and, 5) manufacturers now appreciate that they can charge premium prices for orphan products because they often address an unmet medical need or life-threatening illness and rare disease organizations will lobby governments for access to orphan drugs despite high prices. (Hemphill 2010)
Thus, owing to less competition and lower overall costs, orphan drugs are proving exceptionally profitable. Niche busters and blockbusters are not mutually exclusive categories with 43 orphan products achieving such sale levels to date,\(^\text{13}\) and 33 more products reaching global sales in the US $100-999 million range (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010, pp. 221-222) In fact, a recent analysis suggests that the “revenue generating potential” of orphan products may now exceed that of non-orphan products. (Meekings et al. 2012)

This changed costs equation might motivate a re-assessment of the US orphan drug model’s fundamental assumptions; namely, that developing drugs for rare diseases is not a commercially viable proposition. The entry of increasing numbers of biopharmaceutical firms into the orphan disease space can, nonetheless, just as easily be invoked to support the claim that the US model is working—therapies for rare diseases are being prioritized because of the model’s incentives. The second and third differences between the past and the present significantly complicate such an inference, however. Consider next the fact that the scope of rare diseases has grown considerably since the advent of the US orphan drug model.

b) Progress Toward “Personalized (Read: Precision) Medicines”

When the US’ Orphan Drug Act was passed by Congress in 1983, sequencing the entire human genome was considered implausible. Today, the Human Genome Project

\(^{13}\) Eighteen (18) of these 43 products were approved solely as orphan products. (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010, p. 221)
has been complete for over a decade, motivating a number of follow-on large-scale 'omics (e.g., genomics, epigenomics, proteomics, metabolomics) projects. The thinking is that this wealth of information will enable the development of "personalized medicines." That is, researchers and companies will use genomic and epigenomic information to stratify individuals with a given disease into discrete sub-populations, which will in turn allow clinicians to make more precise therapeutic decisions. Presently, clinical decisions are largely made without the benefit of such molecular information. As a result, "a substantial proportion of patients are prescribed medications that are, at an individual level, either ineffective or dangerous." (Harper and Topol 2012, p. 1117)

The therapeutic promise of personalized medicine has, with few exceptions, not yet been translated into clinical practice. (Harper and Topol 2012; Tansey et al. 2012) Several factors contribute to the present state of affairs, including strategic behaviour by pharmaceutical companies, limited oversight of genetic testing, lack of reimbursement by healthcare payers, and the complexity of the genomic and epigenomic information itself. (Herder 2013; Herder 2009) Yet, a tipping point may be approaching. Andrew Harper and Eric Topol (2012, p. 1121) argue that "adopting genomically guided clinical trials" could, at once, dramatically reduce the costs of drug development, attrition rates, and unintended harms to patients from prescription medications. While pharmaceutical firms have been slow to embrace this approach, there is evidence that they are incorporating more molecular information into their drug development platforms, if not at the outset, then at least in order to rescue products after a setback when targeting larger, more diverse patient populations. (Carey 2012)
While improving the chances that a given medicine will work, and do no harm, to patients is a worthwhile objective, the implications of this move toward developing more personalized medicines are more complex for orphan disease policy. In short, new insights from genomics and epigenomics are rendering the boundary between common and rare diseases increasingly mutable, potentially exploding the scope of legislated definitions of orphan disease.

Recent research in the field of breast cancer provides a provocative example. Ten days before plans to develop a Canadian orphan drug framework were announced, a remarkable achievement in the field of breast cancer research was published in the journal *Nature*. (Network 2012) A network of researchers suggested, after analyzing genetic and epigenetic data from some 800 patients, that all breast cancers could be subdivided into four main types. Presently, breast cancer has an incidence of 96 cases per 100,000 women in Canada, making it the most prevalent form of cancer amongst Canadian women. (Canadian Cancer Society 2012) Imagine that following the *Nature* study those 96 cases could be divided into four sub-groups of 56 cases per 100,000, 24 case per 100,000, 10 cases per 100,000, and 4 cases per 100,000 people. Further imagine that Canada chooses to adopt Europe’s definition of a rare disease, i.e., ≤5 cases per 10,000 members of the population. In that scenario all but the largest sub-group of breast cancers could be classified as rare diseases (with incidence rates of 5.6, 2.4, 1.0, and 0.4 per 10,000 Canadians, respectively). If Canada instead adopted the US’ prevalence
threshold of ≤200,000 people, which equates to roughly 6.5 cases per 10,000 people, (Valverde et al. 2012, p. 2528) all four sub-groups would qualify as orphan diseases.

Commentators have flagged that findings from 'omics fields might transform our understanding and break down accepted classifications of human diseases for some time. (Rai 2001; McCabe et al. 2005; Loughnot 2005; Maher and Haffner 2006) Moreover, orphan diseases have been proliferating in number since the US Orphan Drug Act was passed when roughly 4,000 rare diseases were known; current estimates range from 7,000 to 8,000 rare diseases. (Seoane-Vacquez et al. 2008; Pinxten et al. 2012) Indeed, the pace of rare disease identification is accelerating. According to one source approximately 250 new rare diseases are being identified per year. (Seoane-Vacquez et al. 2008) These gains in knowledge are not unwelcome; on the contrary, they may lead to significant benefits for patients with all manner of diseases. The point, rather, is that the pursuit of personalized medicines significantly complicates the project of prioritizing therapies for rare diseases by bringing into the fold diseases newly describable as orphans because of a greater understanding of the aetiology of a (previously prevalent) disease such as breast cancer.

In the abstract, it is not obvious that orphan disease policy should prioritize diseases that have long been understood as rare over diseases like breast cancer that may soon be sub-divided into multiple rare diseases. Patients with the former may lack any treatment options. But the treatment options for the latter may be of little efficacy and carry significant side effects. Without new and improved treatment options both groups
of patients can be described as having been “abandoned” or in need of “rescue”—two of
the ethical justifications commonly invoked in support of orphan drug policies. (McCabe
et al. 2005; Gericke et al. 2005; Gupta 2012; Pinxten et al. 2012)

In reality, each of these groups of patients’ claims to scarce resources are
empirically comparable. What, for example, is the efficacy of treatments available to
individuals afflicted with breast cancer? Rare diseases vary widely in terms of their
morbidity and mortality but commonly lack any therapeutic options. As the category
opens up to common conditions subdivided into the realm of the rare, this will become
less and less the case. The interests of those with rare diseases will, in other words,
become increasingly heterogeneous and, assuming finite resources, mechanisms of
assessing the potential health impact of pursuing one therapy over another will become
increasingly necessary. The fundamental problem with the US orphan drug model in light
of developments in the ‘omics sciences, then, is that it does not take these empirical
complexities into account.¹⁴

Secondly, assuming it is both necessary and justifiable to privilege some rare
diseases over others, there are impediments to doing so in practice. As noted in Section I
above, the FDA has tried to curb industry from artificially creating orphan diseases by
holding applications for an orphan designation to a “medically plausible” standard.

¹⁴ The EU may constitute an exception to this insofar as the targeted disease must be
“life-threatening or chronically debilitating” (under the population standard) or “life-
threatening, seriously debilitating or serious and chronic” (under the commercial viability
test) to qualify as an orphan drug.
(Maher and Haffner 2006) Such artificial orphan designations are, apparently in the FDA’s eyes, contrary to the intent of the *Orphan Drug Act* and “could divert resources away from research and development of drugs for *true* orphan diseases and conditions.”

(FDA 2011, 64869, italics added) In a set of proposed rules published in the US Federal Register in 2011, the FDA outlined inappropriate attempts to create such “artificial ‘orphan populations:’”

For example, some requests for orphan-drug designation have been for a use of a drug in a subset of persons with a particular pathohistologic grade or clinical stage of a specific malignancy, *but without a plausible argument why the drug could not be used to safely treat all persons with the malignancy, regardless of disease grade or stage*. Another example of misinterpretation of the term “medically plausible” has been its application to a select group of persons with a disease or condition who are eligible to enroll in a clinical trial to support a specific indication for use of a drug *when there is no scientific reason to preclude investigational use of the drug in other persons with the disease or condition*. Patients who meet inclusion and exclusion criteria for a trial do not automatically qualify as a “medically plausible” subset because it *could be* medically appropriate to evaluate the same drug for use in the remaining persons with the same disease or condition. Similarly, a [manufacturer's] intention to use or study a drug in a certain limited group of persons with a non-rare disease or condition *does not necessarily* qualify that group as a “medically plausible” subset. (FDA 2011) (italics added)

Policing the artificial creation of orphan diseases may be difficult given the potential information asymmetries between the FDA and the companies it regulates. Regardless, as implied by the FDA’s own statement, subsets of non-rare diseases will not be considered artificial provided that there is a medical or scientific explanation as to why this subset in particular (and not others within the same overarching type of disease) should be targeted for an orphan drug treatment. That is, progress in pharmacogenomics and related fields
may move artificial sub-divisions into “the arena of scientific fact.” (Loughnot 2005, p. 374)

In short, there is increasing noise in the system and the US orphan drug model does not discriminate between diseases provided they meet the statutory threshold of rarity. Progress in the sphere of personalized medicines will leave regulators like the FDA in the unenviable position of distinguishing “true” and transformed orphans ex ante. If past experience is any indication, (Arno et al. 1995; Loughnot 2005) companies are apt to exploit the information asymmetries that will likely exist vis-à-vis regulators in order to maximize their market rewards. The final subsection details, in empirical terms, the observed effects of those market rewards that comprise the US orphan drug model, which, in tandem with the changes in the biopharmaceutical industries and progress toward personalized medicine, should motivate a new approach to rare diseases in Canada.

c) Impact Unpacked: Production Versus Purpose

The number of orphan drugs produced before and after the passage of the US Orphan Drug Act is regularly cited as demonstrative of the legislation’s positive impact. In the decade prior to its enactment the FDA approved only ten products targeting orphan diseases whereas, in the intervening years, hundreds of orphan products have been

15 For example, the company Amgen sought and received an orphan designation for a drug, epotein alpha (Epogen®), to treat anemia with end-stage renal disease. Following its approval, physicians began prescribing the drug off-label for anemia generally, not just anemia caused by renal failure, and the drug’s sales quickly reached blockbuster levels.
licensed. (Haffner 2006) Spikes in orphan drug production in other jurisdictions have been similarly noted. (Pinxten et al. 2012, p. 148) This descriptive evidence only thinly supports the orphan drug legislation’s positive influence on orphan drug production. (Kesselheim 2011, p. 466; Seoane-Vacquez et al. 2008) But more rigorous studies, which account for confounding variables, buttress the claim that the US law has motivated an increase—on the order of 69%—in clinical trial research of rare diseases.¹⁶ (Yin 2008)

This empirical finding begs an important question in light of the growing heterogeneity of rare diseases highlighted above: more trials and drugs for which rare diseases? The available evidence suggests that research and development efforts are skewed in three ways. First, manufacturers tend to focus on diseases that are at the more prevalent end of the spectrum of rare diseases, i.e., diseases affecting 10-50 per 100,000 people as opposed to diseases affecting 0.1—0.9 per 100,000 people. (Heemstra et al. 2009; Yin 2008) Second, Wesley Yin (2009) found that half of the total response to the Orphan Drug Act was focused on “subdivisions of non-rare diseases” (i.e., diseases re-classified as rare on the basis of molecular information). Third, over time there has been a disproportionate growth in oncology-related orphan drug designations and drug approvals handed out by the FDA as opposed to other therapeutic classes.¹⁷ (Wellman-Labadie and

¹⁶ Interestingly, one study found that there has not been an increase, as measured by publication activity, in rare disease related research more generally. (Heemstra et al. 2009)
¹⁷ Note, it is not possible to say whether there was a disproportionate focus on oncology in terms of the number of orphan drug designations that were sought by manufacturers—as opposed to the number granted by the FDA—because those data are not publicly available.
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Zhou 2010, pp. 219-221) Olivier Wellman-Labadie and Youwen Zhou (2009, p. 225) emphasize the significance of this finding:

The vast majority of orphan designations (32%) were found to relate to cancer. No other therapeutic class was found to account for more than 10% of orphan designations. In effect, oncology was the only identifiable therapeutic class to demonstrate growth and this growth appears to be the major contributor to the yearly increase in orphan drug designations.

These empirical data points animate three deep concerns with the US orphan drug model. The first is that allowing drugs that target subdivisions of non-rare diseases to qualify as orphan drugs may, in a percentage of cases, be inconsistent with the broadly stated purpose of orphan drug legislation, i.e., to encourage drug development that would not otherwise occur. Using rigorous econometric techniques, Yin (2009, p. 959) estimated that 10% of clinical trials targeting a subdivision of a non-rare disease would have been undertaken regardless of the incentives offered by the US Orphan Drug Act. This appears to be a modest, even tolerable, inefficiency, but it is important to understand how Yin arrived at this estimate. He compared the number of new clinical trials involving “uncommon non-rare diseases” (i.e., with a prevalence of 200,000 – 500,000) that were subdivided in order to qualify as orphan diseases under the Orphan Drug Act (i.e., with a prevalence of ≤ 200,000) with the number of new clinical trials for uncommon non-rare diseases that were not subdivided over a simultaneous period of time. Whereas the number of new clinical trials targeting subdivided non-rare diseases increased by 185 during the period in question, Yin found that the number of new clinical trials involving non-rare diseases that were not subdivided into orphan diseases decreased by 18, thus an inefficiency of roughly 10%. Given, however, that most orphan drug designations are
sought during the final pre-market phase of clinical trials \(i.e.,\) phase 3,\(^{18}\) (Meekings et al. 2012, p. 664), Yin’s estimate may be conservative. Insofar as Yin’s estimate does not fully account for this tendency to switch streams late in the clinical trials process, in a majority of cases, orphan drugs status appears to serve as an attractive \textit{back up} pathway to market.

The second concern springs from manufacturers’ disproportionate focus on oncology-related rare diseases. Rare diseases afflict similarly small, but diversely disadvantaged, patient populations. Yet, the US orphan drug model’s open-ended criteria in no way take this into account. Worse, the model’s market incentives, by conditioning in favour of oncology-related products, appear to extend disparities in disadvantage amongst rare disease sufferers. Continuing the quote from above, Wellman-Labadie and Zhou (2010, p. 225) explain:

\begin{quote}
As stated by Abbey S. Meyers, executive director for the National Organisation of Rare Diseases, “all cancers but four are considered to be rare diseases”. Chemotherapy drugs are often effective in several different cancers and off-label use is frequent in the field of oncology. In addition, oncology is among the most lucrative and fastest growing therapeutic classes. \textit{Therefore, sponsors appear to concentrate their orphan drug research investments in lucrative fields, such as oncology, to the detriment of other previously unaddressed or under-addressed rare diseases}. Such findings question whether so many oncology products should qualify for orphan drug designation and whether so many cancers should be considered as rare diseases. (References omitted) \(\text{\textit{(Italics added)}}\)
\end{quote}

\(^{18}\) Note amendments to the \textit{Orphan Drug Act} in 1988 preclude manufacturers from seeking an orphan designation if they have already applied for market authorization. If, however, they have already received a market authorization for a non-orphan product, they may apply for an orphan designation. (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010, p. 226)
As illustrated by the breast cancer hypothetical above, even the most common forms of cancer may soon meet the US orphan drug model’s population standard owing to progress in molecular biology and ‘omics technologies. Cancers are not the public face of rare diseases because they tend to have some treatment options. In fact, the total number of people afflicted by rare diseases (estimated at 350 million worldwide) is often contrasted with the total number of people suffering from cancer and HIV/AIDS (estimated to be less than 350 million) in order to support claims for greater attention to rare diseases. (Global Genes Project 2012) Yet, the US orphan drug model does not discriminate on the basis of relative need or impact. With most orphan drug therapies clustered around cancers, the level of unmet need across all rare diseases remains at a staggering ~95%. (Coles and Cloyd 2012, p. 195)

This point warrants repetition in light of the first change highlighted in this section of the paper. Despite a marked growth of professed interest in orphan diseases amongst commercial biopharmaceutical entities over the last decade, firms are actually targeting only a narrow breadth of rare diseases.

Therein lies the third and final deep concern with the US orphan drug model. It is possible that Wellman-Labadie and Zhou are mistaken or that the inefficiency identified by Yin represents an acceptable tradeoff, provided that the orphan products that are developed have a greater health impact than rare disease therapies that might otherwise

---

19 Potentially life-saving or markedly improved products can be granted accelerated regulatory reviews, but these would appear to be likewise available to oncology orphan products.
be developed. In theory, manufacturers’ tendency to target more prevalent rare diseases (Heemstra et al. 2009; Yin 2008) might result in greater health impact gains. Fundamentally, though, the issue is that the US orphan drug model does not require manufacturers to postulate *a priori* whether the health impact of one drug therapy is preferable to others. Relative health impact is, in other words, not amongst the criteria for orphan drug designation. Rather, the manufacturer decides \(^{20}\) which amongst the many rare diseases to pursue and there is no obligation for the manufacturer to make its rationale transparent. It is plausible that the manufacturer’s decision-making correlates with greater relative health impact although there is currently no empirical evidence to support or refute such a claim. (Kesselheim 2011, p. 469) The manufacturer’s decision-making must also, by virtue of legal obligations to its shareholders, take profitability into account and the disproportionate focus on oncology orphan products suggests that companies are indeed taking their cues from the financial gains to be had. (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010)

Any system will orphan (read: neglect) some diseases compared to others absent unlimited resources, capacity, and time. The salient questions should be why and how should some diseases be neglected or, conversely, prioritized relative to others. Under the US orphan drug model, market forces dictate priorities and no attempt is made to discern at the outset \(^{21}\) whether such priorities correlate with health impact gains for persons with

---

\(^{20}\) Putting aside the influence of the FDA’s orphan drug grant program and other research funding available to researchers and manufacturers engaged in the orphan disease space.

\(^{21}\) Arguably, this screening occurs at the reimbursement stage and companies are aware of which products are more or less likely to be attractive to payers and make upstream
rare diseases. The expanded commercial interest in orphan disease and potential explosion of rare diseases owing to advances in ‘omics fields of science promise to intensify this problem. A different model to encourage therapies for rare diseases is therefore needed. In Section III of the paper I examine several options.

III. Departing From Business As Usual

As signaled in the introduction, there remains room to debate whether rare diseases should be prioritized at all (McCabe et al. 2005) or relative to neglected diseases that afflict swaths of the world’s poor. But if the policy question in Canada is shifting from whether to how to generate treatment options for those who suffer from rare diseases, then two broad options, encompassing four discrete policy models, merit consideration. In this penultimate section of the paper I contrast the two broad policy options as a) adopting the US orphan drug model plus a series of contingency measures, i.e., passing an Orphan Drug Act 2.0, versus b) instituting one or more of three hybrid public-private incentive models. I argue in subsection c) generally in favour of the latter set of options in light of the limitations of the US orphan drug model presented above.

a) An Orphan Drug Act 2.0

resource allocation decisions accordingly. However, a great deal of evidence suggests that manufacturers, in response to market incentives, expend the majority of their resources developing and marketing “me too” products and, despite the absence of significant therapeutic gains, payers in Canada and elsewhere often elect to reimburse these products. (Grootendorst et al. 2011; Light and Lexchin 2012) There is thus a need to incorporate stronger assessments of value and impact as part of upfront innovation design. (Lehoux et al. 2008)
Blockbuster sales and gaming of the orphan drug designation process have motivated several proposals for reform of the US *Orphan Drug Act*. All of these proposals involve building contingency measures into a kind of *Orphan Drug Act 2.0*. Such measures include the legal authority to terminate market exclusivity; recouping a small percentage of profits if sales achieve a particular level; stronger pricing controls if and when an orphan product achieves excessive sales; using a sliding scale of incentives such that the incentives (*e.g.*, duration of market exclusivity) adjust as a function of the rarity of the disease; and/or lowering the prevalence- or incidence-based threshold of rare disease. (Loughnot 2005; Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010; Hollis 2005)

Several of these contingency measures are already in place in jurisdictions with orphan drug laws. Japan, for instance, has a 1% claw back clause for orphan products that exceed 100 million yen (approx. $US 1.1 million) in annual sales. (Thamer et al. 1998) The EU has the authority to take away market exclusivity after it has been granted if the drug in question is used for non-orphan treatment purposes although this measure has never been invoked. (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010)

*b) Three Hybrid Public-Private Incentive Models*

A more meaningful expression of commitment to aiding those who suffer from rare diseases that are neglected by market imperatives would be to move away from the US orphan drug model’s near-complete deference to market-driven decision-making. There are three models that fit in this category, all of which combine, to varying degrees, existing private firm resources with public sector incentive and decision-making
mechanisms. In theory, the US orphan drug model might be similarly described: market exclusivity is, for example, an incentive provided by the state. The difference is, in each of the three models presented below, the public sector has, relative to the US orphan drug model, a stronger, more discriminating role in determining for whom and for what purposes the incentives will be made available.

i. Modified-Health Impact Fund

A first hybrid-type proposal is to borrow from the Health Impact Fund (HIF) model currently proposed to facilitate access to “essential medicines” that are currently unaffordable to poorer peoples of the world. (Banerjee et al. 2010; Pogge 2005; Grootendorst et al. 2011) The HIF is premised on the idea of “paying for performance,” that is, decoupling the price of essential medicines from the financial rewards to be gained. At present, manufacturers set price points for medicines in order to maximize financial rewards; they often bear little relationship to the actual costs of drug production. Yet, price points are seldom high enough in low and middle-income countries to make drug production for those markets worthwhile to large pharmaceutical manufacturers. Under the HIF proposal, in exchange for making a medicine available almost at cost, and thus affordable in low and middle-income countries, manufacturers are to be rewarded by way of annual payments from pooled governmental funds based on the measured health impact of that medicine. Politically, the key advantage of the HIF proposal is that it is a supplement—not a substitute—to existing incentives such as the patent system. It is an opt-in system. The key challenge is to make it worthwhile, financially, for companies to allocate their resources towards essential medicines for the poor.
The HIF was not put forth to address rare diseases although they were invoked as another example of the bias that market-based rewards carry. (Peterson et al. 2010; Pogge 2005) The HIF, rather, aims to reward companies in terms of health impact, measured by reductions in the global burden of disease through making essential medicines available at cost to large numbers of poor people. To adapt the HIF to the context of rare diseases would require weighting (e.g., to the power of 1.5) the measurement of health impact in favour of medicines that have a significant impact in each patient who suffers from a rare disease (as opposed to the global burden of disease).

ii. Grant-and-Access Pathway

To encourage new therapies for a wider spectrum of rare diseases, Ana Valverde, Shelby Reed and Kevin Schulman (2012) have proposed a government sponsored “grant-and-access” funding pathway (with pricing controls). The central premise of their proposal is that, under the current US Orphan Drug Act, several would-be contributors (i.e., universities, start-up companies, and smaller biotech firms) to orphan drug development cannot take advantage of the law’s generous 50% tax because they often lack a “revenue stream from existing products.” Consequently, the primary upfront benefit of the legislation is only available to more established players, so multinational pharmaceutical firms and larger biotechs dominate orphan drug designations and approvals. (Wellman-Labadie and Zhou 2010) Valverde et al. (2012, p. 2530) propose replacing tax credits with a substantially more robust grant program, the recipients of which would be required to adhere to “pricing caps for [any resulting] orphan drugs based
on how long drug development took and how much it cost, expected market size, and the
target internal rate of return.” In theory, this “grant-and-access pathway, in which access
refers to patients’ access to affordable drugs” (Valverde et al. 2012, p. 2530) would open
up orphan drug development to a range of new actors, which would, in turn, contribute to
a wider range of rare diseases—particularly the rarest of rare diseases—than larger firms
have thus far been inclined to focus upon.

iii. Publicly Funded Trials

A third hybrid model is for the government to directly fund clinical trials of
orphan drugs for rare diseases rather than funding academic researchers in the hopes that
they will partner with industry, which will, in turn, sponsor a drug through clinical trials
all the way to regulatory approval. While the idea of publicly funding later phases of
research, inclusive of phase 3 clinical trials, has been regularly raised in response to
pharmaceutical market failures, there are competing versions of how it would work. One
version put forward by Dean Baker (2008, p. 734) for the US context requires the
creation of a “network of independent companies, operating on long-term federal
contracts (8 to 12 years)” administered by the FDA, the National Institutes of Health, or
some other specially created government agency. Other versions of publicly funded
clinical trials envision the research being undertaken by the government in-house
(Jayadev and Stiglitz 2008, p. 167) or by non-profit consortia comprised of existing
members of industry, nonprofit research, and government researchers. (Grootendorst et
al. 2011, p. 683) Integral to all of these versions is a greater degree of openness with
clinical trial findings than the status quo. Specifically, Baker (2008, p. 735) and others
(Grootendorst et al. 2011, p. 683) would require that clinical trial data and findings be placed in the public domain. This dissemination requirement appears to distinguish this model from the grant-and-access pathway proposed by Valverde et al. (2012), which only requires grant recipients to adhere to pricing caps. Otherwise, the two models appear very similar in principle.

c) Comparing the Four Policy Models

There are a variety of potential advantages and disadvantages associated with the four policy models. (See Table 2 below, integrating some of the features described above) Here, I group these advantages and disadvantages under the headings of i) pragmatic and ethical considerations, and ii) fiscal and political considerations. While I argue that creating an *Orphan Drug Act 2.0* in Canada would be a policy mistake, I do not take a strong position on which of the other three models is preferable. Instead, which, or what combination of, these three models should be instituted must depend on future public consultations.

i. Pragmatic and Ethical Considerations

Creating an *Orphan Drug Act 2.0* carries significant pragmatic and ethical disadvantages in my view. Contingency measures such as a claw back clause may mitigate specific instances of abuse such as an extraordinarily high priced orphan drug.

---

22 It should be noted, though, that manufacturers are subject to increasing legal requirements to register and share their clinical trial findings. These requirements are far from perfect, (Vera-Badillo et al. 2013; Viergever and Ghersi 2011; Law et al. 2011; Sekeres et al. 2008) but would presumably apply to firms participating in Valverde et al.’s grant-and-access pathway.
However, none alters the open-ended nature of orphan disease criteria, and none changes the market-based mechanism of encouragement. Lowering the applicable threshold of orphan disease or offering more or less incentives on the basis of rarity remain prone to gaming by industry, perhaps increasingly so, with continued progress in the ‘omics sciences. Policing the boundaries of “rare disease” and “same drug” will also likely place an increasing burden upon regulators. Fundamentally, creating an *Orphan Drug Act 2.0* reduces to tinkering with the status quo and there is no evidence to suggest that such a course of action will result in therapies for a broader range of rare diseases than witnessed to date.

While preferable to an *Orphan Drug Act 2.0* insofar as they should allow for priorities other than profit to guide decision-making, the three hybrid policy models also carry pragmatic and ethical challenges. For example, the modified-HIF’s weighted measurement of health impact may be difficult to decide upon. While at times contentious, measuring the global burden of disease (as proposed by the HIF for neglected diseases) can at least avail of standardized techniques (*e.g.*, quality of adjusted life years, or “QALYs”). There is, in contrast, no standardized approach to measuring the health impact of rare disease interventions in development, *ex ante*, just as there is uncertainty, *ex post*, as to what evidentiary criteria, values, and deliberative processes healthcare payers should employ in deciding which interventions, once made, to reimburse. (Drummond et al. 2009; Hollis 2006)
The grant-and-access pathway and publicly funded clinical trials proposals both seem to lean heavily on peer review systems to identify worthwhile projects. Concerns about the direction, values, and integrity of Canadian research funding bodies and, by extension, their peer review processes, have, however, been mounting for some time. (Baylis 2012; Silversides 2010; Tyers et al. 2005) If the purpose of the Canadian orphan drug framework is to stimulate research into rare diseases for ethical or value-based reasons (e.g., equity), then it would behoove policy-makers to somehow integrate such considerations into the decision-making process. This could, in part, be achieved by involving members of diverse publics, perhaps including individuals with rare diseases, in the deliberations of either kind of funding program. Promoting public participation and designing deliberative processes is complex but precedents do exist to draw from. (Avard et al. 2009) Such deliberative processes could also help construct ways of measuring health impact in a modified-HIF. At the same time, rare disease patients’ direct stake in the research complicates any role they might have in deciding which trials to fund or reward through a modified-HIF mechanism. The degree to which individuals with rare diseases and/or rare disease patient organizations—which already maintain close relationships with regulators, research funding entities, and biopharmaceutical companies (Dunkle et al. 2010)—should participate in orphan disease policy models therefore requires careful delineation. Creating a space for members of different patient populations, rare or common, as well as other Canadian publics to be involved in the decision-making can also serve an important democratic purpose, legitimizing difficult choices in respect of finite healthcare resources. (Daniels 2000; Daniels and Sabin 1997)
An enhanced level of public input is the central ethical advantage and pragmatic challenge of all three hybrid policy models. Relative to the US orphan drug model’s deference to decision-making in the marketplace, building a public square into upstream allocations of resources and/or introducing more ethical, value-based criteria into the process is simply a more just way of making inevitably hard choices. To integrate modes of public participation and/or criteria that speak to the relative health impact of one orphan drug compared to others into a modified-HIF, grant-and-access pathway, or system of publicly funded trials, is to take more seriously the growing number of and, heterogeneity of interests involved in, rare diseases.

ii. Fiscal and Political Considerations

The remaining reasons not to pursue one or more of the three hybrid policy models are fiscal or political in nature. The upfront costs of the modified-HIF, grant-and-access pathway, and publicly funded clinical trials may be seen as considerable. I have two responses to such a concern.

First, in anticipating the upfront costs of running one or more of these programs, particularly the grant-and-access pathway and publicly funded clinical trials, it is important to factor in the fact that the Canadian government already heavily subsidizes (~50%) the costs of clinical trials through tax credits. (Grootendorst et al. 2011, p. 683) The costs of paying for a grant-and-access pathway or publicly funding clinical trials would not surpass the value of such tax credits. On the contrary, as Valverde et al. (2012, p. 2533) point out, the “tax credits [provided under the US Orphan Drug Act] are valued
at $400 million per year, an amount that could provide approximately $4.5 million in funding...for almost ninety new drug development programs per year." The value of tax credits in Canada would be considerably less but sufficient to fund several multi-million dollar research projects. These may seem like meager sums in view of the (inflated) >$1 billion estimated costs of drug development. (Light and Lexchin 2012) Keep in mind, though, if the target patient population is small from the outset, then clinical trial costs can diminish from the hundreds to tens of millions of dollars (or less). Of course, the money for a government-funded grant-and-access pathway or clinical trials will have to come from government sources. It is nevertheless important to be clear about the opportunity costs of buying into the US orphan drug model with tax credits on par with the US legislation. Instead of funding a suite of research projects carried out by new actors, ideally selected with the benefit of public input, Canada would be choosing to give tax credits to established manufacturers with known tendencies to address only a limited, lucrative subset of rare diseases.

Second, estimates of the upfront costs associated with implementing one of the three hybrid policy models should not discount the downstream costs associated with the adoption of an *Orphan Drug Act 2.0*. Such downstream costs come in two kinds; namely, the public health costs that can flow approving orphan drugs of questionable safety and efficacy; and, rising costs to provincial healthcare budgets.

Two recent studies suggest the evidence behind approved orphan medicines for cancers (Kesselheim et al. 2011) and neurological conditions (Mitumoto et al. 2009)
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depart from important experimental standards. Specifically, orphan drug trials are less likely to be blinded and randomized than non-orphan drug trials. While these departures may stem from the practical difficulties of conducting large clinical trials with small sub-populations or individuals afflicted with rare diseases, the absence of randomization and blinding in orphan drug trials “can lead to identifying benefits that are not real or missing risks that are.” (Kesselheim et al. 2011) This raises doubts about the safety and efficacy of orphan drugs, not only for those with rare diseases, but others as well, as orphan drugs, particularly in oncology, are known to be prescribed off-label to larger populations.23 (Kesselheim 2011, p. 468) Yin (2009, p. 958) found this to be especially the case for orphan drugs targeting subdivisions of non-rare diseases, implying that such drugs are developed strategically to take advantage of physicians’ ability to prescribe off-label.

There is no guarantee that safety and efficacy would not attend orphan products resulting from publicly funded research or in response to the modified-HIF’s incentives.24 The difference is that the evidence base behind approved, publicly funded orphan products would be open to independent interrogation. As noted above, this is the feature of publicly funded trials that sets it apart from the other two hybrid models. (See Table 2)

23 Another study found that orphan drugs were less likely to be associated with a post-market safety concern. However, orphan drugs approved on an expedited timeframe were found to have a higher incidence of safety issues identified by a regulator. (Heemstra et al. 2010) Although not specific to orphan drugs, a recent study of approved products by Health Canada over a fifteen-year period, found a marked increased in safety warnings for fast-tracked drugs. (Lexchin 2012)

24 Currently, Health Canada has limited powers to require and carry out post-market surveillance of prescription pharmaceuticals. Efforts to remedy this have been proposed for some time but little has changed in terms of post-market surveillance since a bill to amend Canada’s Food and Drug Act died on the order paper in 2008.
An Orphan Drug Act 2.0 would not alter the level of secrecy and poor reporting that presently surrounds clinical trials despite registration requirements, (Vera-Badillo et al. 2013; Law et al. 2011; Viergever and Ghersi 2011; Sekeres et al. 2008) creating enormous amounts of wasted research and, in some cases, avoidable harm to patients. (Herder 2012) The costs of dealing with adverse events associated with prescription medications are substantial. (Hohl et al. 2011)

The second downstream cost that should be part of the calculus stems from the prices that orphan drugs tend to command. Due to the various market protections they enjoy under the US orphan drug model and the ostensibly small populations they are intended for, orphan drugs are subject to less competition from generic drug manufacturers. (Seoane-Vazquez et al. 2008) As a result, they tend to carry an exceptionally high price tag, in turn, raising questions of sustainability for healthcare payers and access to medicines for rare disease patients in the US and Europe. (Valverde et al. 2012, p. 2530; Kesselheim and Solomon 2010, p. 2046; Simoens 2011) If Canada’s orphan drug framework were to copy the US orphan drug model, following CORD and the Canadian Senate Committee’s recommendation to create market exclusivity for orphan drugs, it is likely that the same questions of sustainability and access would arise.25 A growing proportion of provincial healthcare budgets in Canada are already

25 There is debate about whether more personalized medicines more generally will increase health care costs. Tailored treatments already on the market such as trastuzumab (Herceptin®) tend to command exceptionally high prices. But the ability to discriminate responders and non-responders to a therapy potentially offers significant cost-savings, assuming the clinical validity of the discriminating test. (Deverka et al. 2010; Davis et al. 2009; Stallings et al. 2006) Based on the data that currently exists it is not possible to say that orphan drugs are cost-effective, however. (Kesselheim 2011, p. 469)
allocated to pharmaceuticals. (Morgan et al. 2005) Orphan drugs will either exacerbate this spending problem or lead to an increasing number of drugs that are clinically required, but excluded from provincial drug formularies, in turn, placing the burden of drug costs upon those with rare diseases. The risk of either eventuality supports the move to fold other criteria and perspectives into the drug development process instead of waiting until reimbursement decisions are made.

Not doing so highlights the first of several political risks associated with endorsing (or not) the US orphan drug model: harm to federal-territorial-provincial relations. In Canada, both levels of government make policy relevant to drug therapies. Whereas the federal government has through its criminal law power jurisdiction to regulate controlled substances such as pharmaceuticals, the provision of healthcare services, including drug therapies, is a matter of provincial or territorial jurisdiction. If the Canadian federal government were to pass an *Orphan Drug Act 2.0*, precipitating, in time, further increases in healthcare service expenditures, there is a risk that the federal-territorial-provincial relations regarding healthcare would be further aggravated.

Provincial and territorial governments can, of course, choose not to publicly fund orphan drugs. However, patient organizations like CORD can put significant pressure on payers to reimburse orphan disease treatments, especially those perceived as life-saving drugs. (Carpenter and Fendrick 2004) If, instead, the federal government created a modified-HIF (requiring manufacturers to make medicines available virtually at cost), grant-access pathway (requiring grant recipients to agree to pricing caps), or publicly funded clinical
trials, there is a better chance that the federal government’s orphan drug framework will not erode provincial and territorial healthcare budgets.

Implementing a modified-HIF, grant-and-access pathway, or publicly funding orphan drug trials carries its own political risks. Each is out of step with the US orphan drug model, therefore, implementing any one of these policy proposals may be perceived as inconsistent with broader efforts to “harmonize” national drug regulation systems and intellectual property standards. (ICH 1996; Health Canada 1997b; TRIPS 1994) Regulators in jurisdictions with orphan drug laws in place have created “common” application forms for orphan drug designation. (FDA 2013) Industry may thus complain if Canada’s orphan drug framework substantially departs from existing regulatory regimes.

Harmonization is not, however, a value in and of itself. (Lexchin 2011) And the shortcomings of the US orphan drug model caution against harmonization if the objective is to address and provide affordable therapies for a wider range of rare diseases. Moreover, two of the three hybrid policy models (with the modified-HIF as the exception) are predicated on supporting new researchers and research entities all the way through the later phases of orphan drug development, on the assumption that they would, on balance, diversify the clinical trial landscape of rare disease research. Such researchers and entities are not practiced in the procedures of existing orphan drug laws. Therefore the absence of harmonization with other jurisdictions should, in principle, be of little concern to these actors.
Finally, by virtue of funding the later phases of drug development, which carry high rates of attrition (~15% of drugs submitted to regulators are approved for sale (Valverde et al. 2012)), there is a risk that clinical trial research will become increasingly politicized. The best response to this risk is, however, to ensure that the issues of research integrity and conflict-of-interest that currently plague the pharmaceutical industry do not colour funding decisions under whichever hybrid policy model is implemented.

In the end, the foregoing pragmatic, ethical, fiscal, and political considerations (summarized as stylized advantages and disadvantages in Table 2 below) militate against adopting the US orphan drug model, whether updated to a version 2.0 or not. Health Canada has stated that Canada's orphan drug framework will be developed through a public consultation process. In my view, this process should carefully consider the advantages of each of the three hybrid policy models and embrace the challenge of building deliberative elements with input from diverse, interested publics, guided by ethical, value-based criteria, into one, or some combination, of these three policy models.

Table 2. Stylized Advantages and Disadvantages of Four Policy Models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orphan Drug Act 2.0</strong></td>
<td>Political Feasibility</td>
<td>Expanding Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Market-Driven Priorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Safety and Efficacy Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Healthcare System Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified-HIF</td>
<td>Pricing Control</td>
<td>Political Will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greater Public Input</td>
<td>Upfront Costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More Equitable Distribution</td>
<td>Measurement Challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Advantages of Health Benefits</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grant-and-Access Pathway</td>
<td>New Players, Pricing Control, Greater Public Input, More Equitable Distribution of Health Benefits</td>
<td>Political Will, Upfront Costs, Peer Review Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicly Funded Clinical Trials</td>
<td>New Players, Pricing Control, Greater Public Input, More Equitable Distribution of Health Benefits, Open Scientific Data</td>
<td>Political Will, Upfront Costs, Peer Review Challenges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Conclusion

The argument advanced in this paper was as follows. I began by showing that the US orphan drug model does not, on its face, discriminate amongst rare diseases, apart from set prevalence- or incidence-based thresholds of rarity. Yet, in practice the US orphan drug model is highly discriminating. Specifically, diseases that can, through ‘omics data and technologies, be recast as rare, or belong to the larger, more lucrative therapeutic class of oncology products, find favour within the US orphan drug model. Therefore, if the purpose of an orphan drug policy is to reallocate resources on the basis of criteria beyond commercial viability and profitability—but instead commitments to values such as equity—, then a different approach to rare, orphan diseases is needed. This need is, moreover, pressing given increasing interest amongst biopharmaceutical
companies in the orphan disease space as well as advances toward more personalized medicines promising to increase the number and heterogeneity of rare diseases.

Unlike many current rare diseases, which, by definition, lack therapeutic options, in the future, patients with newly characterized rare diseases may, as members of an overarching, more prevalent form of disease, have some therapeutic options. Comparing such competing claims to researchers and research institutions' limited resources should happen upfront otherwise the narrow focus on only certain rare diseases is likely to remain. The US orphan drug model's open-ended, market-oriented criteria will not do this work. A modified-HIF, which aims to reward manufacturers based on performance rather than market logic, a grant-and-access pathway, which aims to open up orphan drug development to new researchers and entities, or a system of publicly funding clinical trials of rare disease therapies, which aims to avoid the practices of industry drug developers, all, in principle, offer greater opportunities for public deliberation and ethical evaluation. Defining with greater precision how one, or some combination, of these three policy models should operate in the service of rare diseases is a matter for future analysis and public consultation.

The call made here to integrate deliberative processes and ethical, value-based criteria into orphan drug policy mechanism(s) in order to more selectively support the upstream phases of therapeutic development warrants emphasis. This call contrasts with the literature to date, which, to the extent that it recognizes a disconnect between the criteria employed for orphan drug designation (at the regulatory stage) and the criteria
used by healthcare payers (at the reimbursement stage), focuses almost exclusively on public deliberation and ethical criteria as tools to better inform reimbursement decisions by payers. (Menon and Stafinski 2008; Menon and Stafinski 2011; Menon et al. 2011; Drummond et al. 2007; Drummond et al. 2009; Winquist et al. 2012; Hollis 2006; Rai 2001) I assumed based on the work of others, at the outset of the paper, that more reflective screening early on carried positive outcomes; namely, legitimizing choices that will advantage some rare diseases relative to others, (Daniels 2000; Daniels and Sabin 1997) and, over time, precipitating more valuable healthcare innovations. (Lehoux et al. 2008) But I have also argued throughout—in the negative—that Canadian endorsement of the US orphan drug model portends adverse consequences. In particular, adopting the US orphan drug model may exacerbate already escalating levels of provincial healthcare expenditures on biopharmaceuticals or else further privatize the high costs of orphan drugs. Secondly, the US orphan drug model may add to increasing safety and efficacy related concerns in drug regulation. (Kesselheim et al. 2011) Fast-tracked drug approvals, which many orphan drugs would qualify for, already account for a disproportionate number of post-marketing safety concerns in Canada. (Lexchin 2012) Given the challenges inherent in conducting clinical trials with small populations, having robust post-marketing oversight in place is of paramount importance. Yet, Canada’s post-marketing oversight systems are demonstrably poor. (Flood and Dyke 2012; Senate Standing Committee on Social Affairs, Science and Technology 2013) The US orphan drug model does nothing to improve the transparency and quality of the evidence base upon which the safety and efficacy of medicines are judged and continuously monitored.
Despite industry’s recent strategic orientation toward orphan diseases and future progress in the ‘omics sciences, not everyone will have some form of orphan (read: rare) disease. But putting into place a system like the US orphan drug model that is apt to generate less than affordable drug therapies, the safety and efficacy of which we will know less about, risks orphaning (read: neglecting) many more. In anticipation of these growing sources of neglect, Canadian policy-makers should take up the challenge of designing an alternative orphan drug policy mechanism. Although seldom acknowledged, there is already convincing evidence that interest groups and other factors influence therapeutic development and regulation. (Abraham and Sheppard 1999; Trotta et al. 2011) The challenge is to design a system that is actually accountable to the commitments motivating a public policy for rare diseases in the first place; and this is not US orphan drug model.
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